Creating an
SEO strategy–
in plain English

“

To the uninitiated (and that includes some experienced marketing managers), SEO can be a
bit of a minefield. It’s a world full of tweaked algorithms, endless reports and confusing jargon.
The problem is, that unless you’re immersed in SEO 24/7, it’s almost impossible to keep up
with the basics, let alone master the art of SEO strategy. Because when you’re not even sure
what SEO success looks like, where do you start?
In our most recent 30 minutes with… digital event, plain-talking guest speaker Jon Payne,
technical director of SEO agency Noisy Little Monkey, offered his tips on overcoming
SEO challenges.
If you missed it, you can listen again. But in the meantime, here’s a rundown of what
was discussed.

”

Ben Hollom, Managing Director, Q Content
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Barriers to SEO
Any company that tells you it doesn’t face challenges
in SEO is (almost certainly) lying. There are all sorts
of barriers to overcome. Three of the most
common include:
1 How you communicate SEO
What makes sense to an SEO expert, might not make
sense to the rest of us. We’re talking about all those
ranking reports, comparison reports, benchmark
reports, and more. They may well feature colourful
pie charts and bar graphs, but that doesn’t make
them any less baffling. How SEO is communicated
within your business is a key part of being able to
decipher it.

2 Relevance to your audience
SEO loves an acronym. Aside from the obvious, there’s
E-A-T (expertise, authority and trust), DA (domain
authority), PA (page authority)... You get the idea. But
before you start thinking about any of that, you need to
focus on your buyer. More specifically, how you can use
SEO and relevant content to attract visitors to your
website and transform them into customers.
3 Issues with tech
If your SEO efforts continually deliver no – or virtually
no – outcome, then tech may be the problem. Looking
at things like your site’s loading time, whether it’s mobile
friendly and checking for broken links can make a big
difference. And the tech to enable you to do that is not
as complicated as you think.

How to overcome
SEO challenges
Every business wants to get onto the first page of a Google search.
Anything after that can seem irrelevant. But to do that, you need to
overcome SEO challenges. Here’s how...
1 Communication: Agree your goals
First things first: agree your goals and make them SMART. Let’s give
you an example. A superbly UN-SMART goal would be:
Get more traffic to your site
But this doesn’t actually say anything. How are you going to grow traffic?
There are so many ways – PPC, social ads, organic social media, affiliate
advertising, PR, organic search and more.
Growing traffic is a goal with no end; something you’ll never be able to
achieve. Instead, think about the specifics: how much more traffic do
you want to attract and by what date?
Instead, a superbly SMART goal might be:
Grow monthly organic search traffic from 25,000 sessions per month by
25% year-on-year to 31,250 sessions per month by 31 December 2021
There’s a huge amount of data about your website available in Google
Analytics – from traffic source to pageviews. Understand what
information is available to you and what you hope to achieve, and
create your SMART goals accordingly.
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2 Relevance: Understand buyers’ problems
and context
To make your SEO and content relevant, think
about your buyer personas. That is, who’s
buying your product or service? If you’re not
sure, ask your sales team.
Examples of buyer personas:

• Marketing Marcella, head of marketing
• Ops Olu, ops director
• Sales Simon, sales director
• MD Martin, managing director

of marketers say that inbound
marketing (SEO, blog content etc) is
their highest quality source of leads

Armed with your buyer personas, you can move
on to a content audit. Knowing who you’re writing
your blogs and other content for, the next step is
deciding what content can be repurposed and
what new content is needed to answer the
questions your customers are asking.
3 Tech: Tools to test your team
Staying ahead in the SEO game requires continual
checking, testing and monitoring. One thing to keep
an eye on is linking domains – sites with one or more
pages linking to your own site.
Majestic and ahrefs are software tools that analyse
backlinks (so you don’t have to). You can set them
up to see how your website’s backlinks are doing
compared to those of your competitors.

Checklist:
• Who are your buyer personas (high lifetime
value customers)?
• What are they searching for? What questions
are they asking Google?
• Create a content plan – including blogs to
answer those questions
• Use tools to check your site against
competitors’ sites
• Align SMART goals with your content plan
and organisational objectives
• Check progress each month

The aim is to have lots of trusted websites linking
back to yours. A good (honest) way to do that could
be through a content and/or PR campaign.
Another tool you can use is Lighthouse (an addon from Google). It tests your website in terms of
performance, accessibility, best practices and
SEO, giving you a score on each. As a rule of
thumb, you’re looking for scores in the 70s or 80s
for each. Within the tool there are loads of tips on

how to fix issues. Which is handy if your scores are
in the 20s and 30s.
Finally, you need to think about your content. Answer
the Public, for example, takes the guesswork out
of choosing your keywords. It helps you figure out
what keywords people are actively searching for and
answer the questions they’re asking. Think about your
buyer personas and what they’re searching for, and
this tool will provide you with an endless stream of
blog ideas.

Quick-fire Q&A
What role does social media play in SEO?
Lots has been written about the link between social media and SEO. But the
true extent of your social media’s on SEO depends on the volume of sharing
and retweeting you have going on. If you have lots of followers (we’re talking
hundreds of thousands or more, here) and a high velocity of sharing, your
social media channels are going to positively impact your SEO.
However, tweeting about the work your company does isn’t going to fast-track
you up the Google rankings. That’s something that can only be achieved through
use of relevant links and engaging content, and by fixing any tech issues.
Saying that, social media is really useful for branded search. The more brandowned results returned in a Google search (homepage plus various social
pages), the better in terms of reputational management.
How can you manage stakeholder expectations around SEO ROI?
When speaking with stakeholders, it’s really important to be honest about
timescales. Results from your SEO efforts will take at least three months –
although, six to 12 months is more realistic. Internal stakeholders tend to
be fixated on ROI and short-term gains. It’s up to you to help them see that
true SEO value comes over time.
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in the top ten
search results
within a year
of publication

You can plot things like sessions, conversions, bounce
rate and keyword rankings in a chart and explain they
will build over time. This way, you’re painting a more
realistic picture – setting realistic targets and
aligning them with realistic KPIs and business
objectives. The key here is patience.

relevant calls to action. But regardless of whether
content is long, short or somewhere in between,
it needs to be useful. And that means: answer the
question, without the waffle.
Where do backlinks fit into the SEO plan?

We’re seeing more of a shift towards longer format
content – guides, ebooks and longer blog articles, for
example. These can be complemented with shorter
blogs, videos and infographics to ensure you cover a
topic from every angle.

Backlinks are important, but they also have a bad
reputation. The best way you can boost links to your
website is by always producing interesting content,
generating PR, and doing things like answering
questions on forums (you can often include a link
back to your website at the bottom of your answer
but your answer has to be useful for this to work.)

By targeting one keyphrase and creating a kind of
ecosystem of content around it, you can answer
the questions your audience is asking and include

Think about the footprint a trusted brand would
leave. And be realistic about what you have the
time to produce.

What’s the ‘right’ length for SEO content?

Useful links
Beginners guides to Google Analytics

kaushik.net/avinash/real-world-smart-beginners-advanced-google-analytics-guide/
noisylittlemonkey.com/blog/topic/analytics
How to create buyer personas

blog.hubspot.com/marketing/buyer-persona-research
noisylittlemonkey.com/blog/why-you-need-buyer-personas
How to carry out a content audit

searchenginejournal.com/on-page-seo/content-audit-checklist/
moz.com/beginners-guide-to-seo
noisylittlemonkey.com/blog/how-to-create-a-hubspot-content-strategy
SEO tools

majestic.com/
ahrefs.com
developers.google.com/web/tools/lighthouse
answerthepublic.com/
If you would like to find out more about how to boost your SEO efforts,
get in touch with the team at Q Content.
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